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2
and other parts of the “actor'; the puppet or

This invention relates to a certain new and

useful improvement in marionettes, puppets, and
the like.
My invention has for its chief object the pro
vision broadly of mechanism whereby the mar
ionette or puppet may be automatically animated
in synchronism with, and directly responsive to
movements of, a live person or individual-for
brevity, designated 'actor.'
More particularly, my invention has for its
objects the provision of mechanism to automat
ically effect unitary movement of a puppet Or

Inarionette is partially surrounded by a scenic
Setting, broken away in part for better illustra
tion; also shown is a supplementary operating

device or means for actuating parts of the pup

10

marionette from one location to another by
movement of an individual or so-called "actor'

spaced from the puppet but attached thereto hy

15

of a puppet the relative movements of the body,
limbs, and corresponding parts of an individual
or “actor' generally simulated by the puppet; to
effect in a puppet movements of different parts
of the puppet operated from different Sources, as,
for example, movements of the legs or body by

20

a movement transferring apparatus; to duplicate
automatically in the body, limbs, and other parts

one individual or “actor' and movement of arms
or facial features by another individual or

Figure 5 is an elevational view of a simulated
25

“actor'; and to actuate a puppet having a plu
rality of relatively movable parts so that the
means of operation will be hidden or concealed
from view, at least from view in a given direc
tion, so that the puppet may be viewed or photo
graphed during its movements without disclos
ing the operator or the operating mechanism.
And With the above and other objectS in View,
my invention resides in the novel features of
form, construction, arrangement, and combina
tion of parts presently described and pointed out
in the claims.
In the accompanying drawings (five sheets)-

Figure 1 is a reduced, partly broken, perSpec
tive view of a marionette or puppet actuating,
animating, and photographing mechanism con
structed in accordance with and embodying my
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invention-more fully stated, Figure 1 is a per

spective view of a structure of my invention em
bodying a pantographic apparatus and a corre
lated cord-and-pulley arrangement, there being

human or “actor' equipped with a harness for
actuating or animating the marionette or pup
pet figure in Synchronism and exact accordance

with physical movements of his body and limbs;

Figure 6 is an elevational view, partly broken
away and in section, of a jointed and Wired or
corded marionette or puppet adapted for actua
tion or animation by the pantographic apparatus
and cord-and-pulley arrangement in Synchro
nism with movements of the “actor' of Figure
5 and to whom the harness is attached;
Figure 7 is a vertical transverse section
through the puppet or marionette of Figure 6,
taken substantially on the axis of the puppet
head and body and one leg;
Figure 8 is a similar section taken through one
of the arms of the puppet as indicated by the
line 3-8 in Figure 6;
Figure 9 is an isometric detail showing the
puppet, its support, and associated parts;
Figure 10 is an isometric detail showing a por
tion of the harness attached to the simulated

45

a harness at one operative end of the apparatus

individual or “actor' of Figure 5; and
Figures 11, 12, and 13 are diagrammatic views
illustrating the functioning of the parts shown

in Figure 10.

for application to the “actor' and there being
a puppet or marionette at the other operative

end of the apparatus so uniquely constructed
and connected to the harness that the puppet
may be moved as a unit, and its parts may be
moved relatively to each other, to correspond to
the movements of the “actor' as a unit and to
the relative movements of the body, head, limbs,

pet or marionette in addition to and independ
ently of the operation of puppet parts by the
pantographic apparatus and cord-and-pulley
arrangement; also shown is a camera for photo
graphing the puppet from the same angle irre
Spective of movements of the puppet;
Figure 2 is a vertical Section through the
Scenic-setting and the puppet support and as
Sociated elements and is taken approximately on
the line 2-2, Figure 3;
Figure 3 is a plan view of the parts shown in
Figure 2;
Figure 4 is a detail plan view of some of the
partS shown in Figures 2 and 3 and is taken ap
proximately on the line 4-4, Figure 2;

50

3.5

Referring now more in detail and by reference
characters to the drawings, which illustrate a
preferred enbodiment of my invention, the pan
tographic structure generally designated A in

cludes a stationary frame upstanding upon a
base 2 and mounting a stationary scenic-setting
or stage indicated by a platform 3, a background

4, and sides 5.
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Upright
has spaced laterally presented
brackets 6 receiving a bearing , which pivots
in the brackets 6 about vertical pintles E. A
horizontally disposed supporting-bar S has its

one or so-called inner end journalled, as at 9,
in the bearing 2 for rotatory (ACVernent about
its longitudinal axis, the bar 5 heing also Swing
able in a horizontal piane with bearing about
pintles 8 and being secured oi retailed against
vertical movenient by opposed guys 99 and 9

4.

suitably distorted, just as would be true of any
conventional pantograph.

If the “actor' V moves to his right or left,
lever 3 will swing about the pivotal connection
of the latter to bar 3, moving bar and carrier
longitudinally with respect to the stage 3, 4, 5,

t

but to a lesser distance in accordance With the
relative lengths of elements 3 and its link por
tion 4' between the bars 9 and .

In addition to the Overal or "bodily' move

()

engaging an intermediate bearing 8 located on

rents of the “actor' M fronn one location to

link 2 and a boom-like lever 3 both having

through the paratographic apparatus A as de
scribed, there are other movements of the
“actor,” such as the twisting and bending of his
body and the movements of his head, arms,
hands, legs, and feet relatively to the body and

another, and their transmission to the puppet P

the opposite or Outer end of bar 9.
A bar
extends in suitably Spaced relation
alongside bar 9 and is supported thereon by a

vertical pivots to bars 9 and and holding then
in parallel relation, as best seen in Figure 1. Bai'
| may swing with bar 9 about the axis of the
latter and about pintles 3 and may, to a li:2ited
extent, move lengthwise of bar 9, but bar

to each other which it is desired to transmit to

the puppet P. Such movements are effected by
a plural cord-and-pulley arrange;2&nt, indicated
generally at C, the several cords c of which ex
tend along the outer portion it of level 3, along
bar
and then along carrier 6, being reeved
over respective pulleys journaled in axial align
ment with the pivotal connection between lever

cannot rotate on its own axis or pivot relatively
to bar 9, as will be seen.
Lever 3 extends for Wardly, as at :, fron the
outer end of bar and at its forward end mounts

a universal joint, connection 5, best Seen in
Figure 10, to the belt B of a harness A applicable

i3 and bar

or attachable to a live or simulated individual
or character here indicated as a naie-actor M.

versal joint 5, the harness H, and the carrier 6.

The operation of the cord-and-pulley arrange
:lent will be readily understood by reference to
the dia.Vijings, and it is in necessary to describe in
detail the elements effecting operation of each
{art of the puppet P by a part of the “actor' M.
However, for example, it may be noted that a
cord 32 attached to the right foot of the “actor'
li, Figure 5, runs over a pulley 23 of the harness
H near the knee-joint and a second pulley 24 of
the harness H near the hip-joint and then
through a tube 85 and along lever-link 3, OWer
a pulley 2S, along bair , over a, pulley :" on shaft

best seen in Figures 1 and 9, is nounted on the
inner end of the supported bar and includes
a base or widened leg-portion a pivoted on bar

by an upright shaft 8, a tubular bight-con

duit 9 extending upwardly fron base
and
having a horizontal or other leg-portion 23 ter
minating in a universal joint-corinection 2 ver
tically aligned with shaft 8, the joint 2 corre
sponding to the universal joint-connection 6
and mounting a puppet or marionette here
shown as simulating a man.

The frame-members , 2, parallel bars 9 and

, link i2, lever 3, and member is form, in
substance, the pantographic apparatus A, Where
by unitary movements of the “actor' M are
automatically duplicated by the puppet P. For 4.
example, if the “actor' VI crouches towards, or
jumps upwardly from, the floor F, 'actor' M
will tilt or shift lever 3, bars 9 and , carrier
6, and the puppet P about the journal 3 of 50
bar 9, causing bar i , carrier 3, and the puppet
P to be lowered or raised, tilted or shifted, cor
respondingly but in proportion to the length of
the link-part (s' of lever 3 to the total length
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to the ratio between lever 3 and its inner link

portion : , so that the movement of the puppet
attached cords c Will ba reduced in extent, in

the Same proportion as the other movements of

the puppet P relatively to the movements of the
ments of the paits of the universal joint, 5 caused

30
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the amount of novement of the 'actor' I.ii and
the puppet P. Obviously, if it were desired to
distort the movement of the puppet P in one
plane relatively to the movement of the “actor'
M. in that plane as compared with the “actor'
and puppet movements in another plane, then

the ratio between the several bars 9, . , 3, and
3 and the pivot points therebetween may be

and the reducing-lever 23 being tensioned by the
Spring S. The cord 22 continues, as at 22, over a
pulley 39 and additional puppet pulleys, best seen
in Figure 6, to connect to the right foot of the
puppet, P. it will be understood that normally
the ratio between the arians of lever 28 corresponds

SOEne of the cords c, such as indicated at 32,
3, and 32, Figure 10, are act lated by the move

ly, the “actor' M will Swing all parts of the ap
paratus about the pintles 8 of bar 9, causing
bar i , carrier 8, and the puppet P to be moved
ments of the puppet P being proportionately re
duced. It will be seen that the bars 9, . , 2,
and 3 are pivoted together in the manner of a
pantograph and the proportional relations be
tween the lengths of such members and the pivot
points therebetween will, just as in a conven
tional pantograph, determine the ratio between

8, as best, seen in Figures 2 and 9, to a reducing

lever 33, where the extent of novencint, of the
remainder of the cord 22 is reduced, the cord 22

“actor' M.

If the “actor' Mi noves forwardly or rearward

forwardly or rearwardly, respectively, the move.

S and also being reeved over

otheir respective pulleys journaled on the uni

A substantially U-shaped carrier raember 6,

of the lever.

and the pivotal connection between

lar ; ; and carrie

by the movement of the body of the “actor M,
as in bencing and twisting, as illustrated in Fig

ules 1, 2, and 13. These novereints do not in
theimselves affect the cords c leading to the
“actor's' head and limbs. Sinhilar movements
of the puppet P are effected by cords c which
2.SS OV2: pulleys 33 on shaft 3 and are extended,
as at 32, to run over pulleys 38 and $5 and sim
ilaity act late the universal joint 2 , Figure 9, and
the body of the puppet P without Sibstantially
affecting the cords c connected to the head and
limbs of the puppet, P.
it will be understood that the movements of

the 'actor' i? transmitted through the panto

ass

5

graphic agparatus A, the movements transmitted
froin the universal joints, and the movements

5
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transmitted through the various cords c of the
harness H may be transmitted simultaneously,

Figure 9, it may also be Well to point out that the

cords 33a are crossed as they run upwardly

so that the combination of movements by the
“actor' M will be duplicated in and by the pup
pet P.
In addition to the movements of the puppet, P

through the hollow column 6, thereby Synchro
nizing the movement of the puppet P with the
indWeinent of the “actor.' If it were not for the
Ci'OSSing of the cords, the puppet P would twist,

adapted for grasping manually by an operator,
not shown, other than the “actor' M, the levers
36 being connected by respective cords 33 extend
ing through cables 39 and conduit 3 to the in

follow the facial movements of the “actor' or

effected automatically by the mechanisms de
to the right Wilein the “actor' twisted to the left
scribed, there is provided a separate control for
2.ind vice versa.
actuating the facial elements of the pippet P.
Control D may be positioned near or remote
This control is indicated generally at D, Figures 0. from the puppet and near or remote from the
1 and 9, and comprises levers 33 with knobs 3.
'actor' M, and the operator of the control may

terior of the head of the puppet P, Wiere they
extend over suitable pulleys 40 to levers 4 to

the jaw, lips, and eyes of the puppet P.
The joints and various other movable inenbers
of the puppet P are tensioned or ornally held
in the position of their rost extreme retracted

movement by springs, such as those indicated at
s' in Figures 6, 7, and 8. For instance, the spring
at the knee joint will operate So that the leg is
drawn upwardly and backwardly to whateve;
desired position may be selected as the most
treme backward position of Sich reinbei, as
schematically shown in dotted lines in Figure 7.
The cord. 22, which controls that Kaember, will
then be drawn tightly against the tension of Such

spring s'. As a result, when the "actor' pits

15

Will be linderstood.

All of the described operating structure may be

20

25
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his foot into the harness which controls the
other end of the cord 23, he will have to draw
it down into an intern ediate position suitable to
himself against the tension of the Spring S'.
Thereupon, if he kicks his foot forwardy, draw.
ing the cord 22 further forwardly, the cord 32
Will accordingly pull the corresponding leg (nein
ber of the puppet P forwardly in a similar main.
ner. On the other hand, if the “actor' kicks his

floor

aing e2Wated or lowered as desired. Due

from the stage and puppet P Without affecting

the latter, aid due to tile horizontal pivot, 43,

the camera E may be elevated and lowered rela
tively to the stage 3 and puppet P without af
fecting the latter. If the camera, E is moved
horizontally to the right or to the left, it swings
Carrier A about shaft 8 as a pivot, thereby

maintaining tile cameia is substantially in align

ment with the front of the puppet P but effecting
a relative shifting of the puppet P and the back
grou? d ... Ali of these movements of the camera

A similar arrangenheit is carried out, for a tie

nection that the cords Will become slack. if ille

concealed from the view of spectators in front of
the puppet P, or it may be desired to use the
entire Structure for Inoving pictures or television.
In such use, it may be desirable to shift, the
puppet, it or the line of sight, from the camera,
to the puppet, relatively to the background or
Sceilic Setting 3, 3, 5, without affecting the move
neits of the puppet F by the “actor' M and the
operator of the control D. For such purpose,
there is provided a telescoping rod 42 having a
horiz2ntal pivot AS to carrier base . At its
outer end, rod li? is connected to a camera, E
focused upon the puppet P and mounted upon
a, t: ipod 44, which may be rolled over the studio
to the telescoping construction of connection 42,
the Camera, E Inlay be moved towards and away

foot backwardly toward the rearmost position,
the cord 22 will tend to be 'elaxed and the spring
s' Will draw the rember back Wardly in corre
sponding fashion, keeping the cord 22 tensioned.

other movable members. Similarly, the torso
or trunk of the puppet F is held preferably erect,
by the large spiral spring S'' so that the cords
Will control the “uprightness' of the puppet's
trunk and Will inlaintain. Such upright, Ostion
and hold the trunk-controlling cords tensioned.
If the “actor' bends forwardly at the waist, the
cord a, as shown in Figure 7, which is connected
to cord 39 (see Figure 5), Will be drawn tight, and
the puppet's body caused to bend forwardly. 3:
the other hand, if the “actor' bends backwardly
at the waist, the conganion cold 2', which is
connected to cord 3A, will be drawn tight, and
the puppet caused to bend backWardly in coire
sponding fashion. It may be noted in this coin

Ray Operate the control to provide the puppet,
f? With facial movements independently of the
facial movements, if any, of the “actor' M, as

E, including the latter-mentioned Swinging of the
affecting the puppet otherwise and Without af
fecting moverinents of the puppet P by the panto
graphic aparatus A and by the cord-and-pulley

puppet, P about shaft 8, may be inade without
50

arrangement C.
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For the purpose of illustration, the puppet, P is
shown in simulation of a man standing upright
Similar to the 'actor' IV, but it is Within the
scopa of my invention to have the puppet P take

other forms, such as an ape, a dog, an elephant,
a dragon, or other inaginary creature, and it is
also within the scope of my invention to have a
live animal or other animated individual than a

60

human serve as the “actor,' which expression
is employed in an inclusive Sense in this specifi
cation and the appended cairns.
It will also be understood that the harness H

“actor' noves a particular inenber in Sonne di
rection past the position of naxinatin retracted
movement of the corresponding inenber of the
may be varied to meet Various Operating condi
puppet P.
65 tions, the essential features being the cords c,
In Figure 9, a somewhat similar arrangement
Winich are moved or pulled by the “actor' M and

is schematically shown. In that case, however,
only one trunk-controlling cord is shown for
causing the puppet P to bend forwardly, rear
Ward bending movement being entirely omitted.
In such case, even though the “actor' were to
bend backwardly, such backward bending move

his or its respective limbs or head, as the case
may be.
And it may here he remarked that the puppet
70 P may also b3 of any selected jointed effect
Cornprising a jointed body, jointed arms, and
jointed egs and a lead equipped with shiftable

ment, would not be transmitted to the puppet, P
lips, eyes, and chin, the particular cord c from
for the reason that the puppet P would not be
any particular part of the “actor' M being at
set up for such purpose. In connection with 75 tached to a simulative or corresponding part or

2,466,214
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element of the puppet or figure P, as the case may
be.
Thus the limb, body, and facial movements of
the particular “actor' M are transmitted and
reproduced automatically and Synchronously by
the puppet P through the unique transmitting
mechanism C-D, and it is to be understood
that changes and modifications in the form, Con
struction, arrangement, and combination of the
several parts of the puppet may be made and Sub
stituted for those herein shown and described
without departing from the nature and principle
of my invention.
Having thus described my invention, what I
claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent is:
1. In a puppet structure, apparat US including
a device for attachment to, and for actuation by,
an actor, an actuating device for attachment to
a puppet, and means connecting Said devices so
that movement by the actor is automatically
transmitted from one device to the other for ef
fecting corresponding movement of the puppet.
2. In a puppet structure, a device for attach
ment to, and actuation by, an actor, a puppet
spaced from said device, and means connecting
said device and puppet so that bodily ?ilovement
of the actor from one location to another autor
matically effects corresponding bodily movement
of the puppet.
3. Puppet structure as recited in claim 2, which
includes leverage for varying the extent of the
puppet movement relatively to the extent of

3

so that bodily movement of the actor from one
location to another automatically effects corre

sponding bodily movement of the puppet, Said
apparatus including elements arranged for at

O

tachment to relatively movable parts of the actor,
and means connecting said elements to relatively
movable parts of the puppet so that relative
movements of the parts of the actor automatically
effects similar relative movements of the corre
sponding parts of the puppet.
9. In a puppet structure, a pantographic appa
ratus comprising a stationary frame, a bar
mounted on said frame to rotate about its axis

5

20

and to swing about a vertical pivot on the frame,
spaced links extending transversely of said bar
and pivoted thereto to swing in the plane thereof,
a supported bar parallelling said first-mentioned
bar and pivotally connected to said links at equal
distances from said first-mentioined bar, a puppet
pivotally supported from said Supported bar at a
point Spaced from said links, one of said Spaced
links forming a lever extending from the bars,
and means on the outer end of the lever for at

25

tachment to, and actuation by, an actor Whereby
ovements of the atter Wil produce similar
: noverients in the puppet.
i0. In combination. With a puppet structure as

recited in claim 9, a plurality of cords extending
along the lever and the Supported bar and over
30 pulleys journalled at the pivots for said lever
and bar and connected to l'elatively movable parts
of the puppet, and a harness at the outer end of
the lever having relatively movable elements
movement of the actor.
arranged for attachment to relatively movable
4. In a puppet structure, a paratographic appa
ratus, a puppet operatively connected to One end 35 parts of the actor, Said eleinents being secured to
respective cords whereby relative novement of
of said apparatus, and means at the other end of
said apparatus for attaching the Sanleto, and for parts of the actor may be transmitted to and
duplicated in the puppet irrespective of move
actuation by, an actor so that movement of the
ments in the latter by the pantographic appa
actor from one location to another will effect

substantial duplication of movement of the pup
pet from one location to another.
5. In a puppet structure, a stationary frame,
a supporting bar mounted on the frame to rotate
about its own axis and to Swing in One plane about
a pivot on the frame, a supported bar parallelling

the supporting bar, linkage pivotally connecting

said bars for maintaining the Sane in parallel
relation and including a lever projecting from One

40 ratus.
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11. In a puppet structure, a harness arranged
for attachment to an actor and including a main
member for attachinent to the body of the actor
and a plurality of parts for attachment to the
parts of the actor nowable relatively to the body,
a puppet having a body and other parts corre
sponding generally to the body and parts of the

actor, a pantographic device having a connection
at one end to said inlain nenber and its other
end of the supported bar, means On the Outer end
of said lever for attaching the S2.ine to, and for 50 end to the body of the puppet, and a cord-and
actuation by, an actor, and a puppet carried by pulley arrangelinent including a plurality of cord
members each of which is respectively attached
the other end of the supported bar, and auto
at one end to a Selected part of the harness and
matically actuated on movements thereof.
the other end of which is 8ttached to the corre
6. In a puppet structure, a puppet having relia
Sponding part of the puppet, the pantographic
tively movable parts, an apparatus including a
apparatuS transmitting movements of the part
device spaced from the puppet and arranged for
attachment to, and for actuation by, relatively of the body of the actor to which said main mem
ber is attached to the body of the puppet inde
movable parts of an actor, and means connecting pendently
of relative IroVenents of the other
the device and puppet so that relative movements
of the actor are substantially duplicated by cor 60 parts of the actor and the puppet, and the cord
and-pulley arrangement transmitting relative
responding parts of the puppet.
novel:ents of Said ot) er parts of the actor to the
7. In a puppet structure, a puppet, means ar
ranged for separate attachl heat to the body, and said other parts of the puppet independently of
In ovements of the first-mentioned part of the
to relatively movable parts, of an actor, Said
body of the actor and the puppet.
Ineans having connection with the puppet and
12. In a puppet Structure, a harness for at
being constructed and arranged So that bodily
tachment to an actor, a puppet generally sinnulat
movement of the actor fro12 one location to an
other automatically effects corresponding bodily
ing the actor for which the harness is adapted
and having relatively movable parts, an appa
movement of the puppet and relative novernents
of the parts of the actor automatically effects 70 ratus connecting the harness to the puppet so
that movements of the actor to whom the har
similar relative movements of the corresponding
neSS is attached are automatically transmitted
parts of the puppet.
to and Substantially duplicated in the puppet, and
8. In a puppet structure, a puppet and an
means for actuating the relatively movable parts
apparatus arranged for attachment at its opposite
ends respectively to an actor and to the puppet 5 of the puppet by an operator independently of

2,466,214
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the movement of the puppet by Said apparatus

of the puppet by said apparatus, there being a ver
tically disposed pivot connecting said arm and the
carrier and the puppet being positioned in line
with the axis of said pivot, a telescoping device
having one element connected to the carrier by a
horizontal pivot and having its other element ar
ranged to mount a camera directed towards the
puppet and background.

and the actor to which the harness is attached.

13. In a puppet structure, a harness having
separate elements for attachment respectively
to the head and relatively movable parts of an
actor, a puppet generally simulating such actor

and including a head and other parts movable
relatively to each other, there being features in
the head movable relatively thereto and to each
other, an apparatus connecting the elements of
the harness to corresponding parts of the puppet

10

so that movements of the actor attached to the

17. In a puppet structure, a stationary stage,
a yoke-like carrier having a base beneath said
stage and a member extending upwardly from

Said base at the back of said stage and then for
harness are automatically transmitted to and
Wardly above the floor of the stage, a puppet sup
Substantially duplicated in the puppet, and means
ported by said member over the stage, a stationary
attached to said puppet features and adapted to 5 upright, a pantographic device having a support
be actuated selectively by an operator independ
ing arm SWingably mounted on the upright and a
ently of the actuation of said apparatus.
movable Supported arm extending under said
14. In a puppet Structure, a puppet, a rela
Stage and pivotally mounting said carrier base in

tively stationary background for the puppet, a
puppet carrier, means Spaced from the puppet
and the carrier for manual Operation of the pup
pet, and a camera mounted on the carrier for
photographing the puppet and the background,

the carrier, puppet, and camera being movable

20

Substantial vertical alignment with the puppet,
and means associated with the device for operat
ing the same to shift the puppet relatively to the
Stage.
18. In a puppet structure, a puppet, a relatively
stationary background for the puppet, a puppet

about a common axis and relatively to said back 25 carrier, means Spaced from the puppet and the
carrier for operation of the puppet, the carrier
15. In a puppet structure, a puppet, a relatively being movable relatively to said background ir
Stationary background for the puppet, a puppet
respective of the operation of said means, a cam
carrier, a pantographic apparatus for moving
era, for visual reproduction of the puppet, and

ground.

the puppet including an arm pivotally support
ing the carrier, a cord-and-pulley arrangement

30 means connecting the camera and the carrier for

movement of the camera and carrier without ef
aSSociated with said apparatus for moving the
fecting movement of the puppet relatively to the
background.
partS Of the puppet relatively to each other ir
respective of movement of the puppet by said
CHARLES U. IDEATON.
apparatus, and means for moving the carrier 35
Without affecting the action of said apparatus
REFERENCES CTED
and cord-and-pulley arrangement.
The
following
references are of record in the
16. In a puppet structure, a puppet, a relatively
Stationary background for the puppet, a puppet file of this patent:
UNITED STATES PATENTS
Carrier, a pantographic apparatus for moving the 40
puppet including an arm supporting the carrier,
Number
Name
Date
a cord-and-pulley arrangement associated with
1,732,197.
Tadakuma
--------Oct.
15, 1929
Said apparatus for moving the parts of the puppet
2,312,158
Garity
------------Feb.
23,
1943
relatively to each other irrespective of movement

